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INTRODUCTION 

Today we believe that every七hing,matter, radiation, gravita七ionalfields, 
is made up from elementary particles. The object of particle physics is to 
study the properties of these elementary particles. Knowing all about七hem
in principle implies knowing all about everything. That is a long way off, we 
do not know if our knowledge is complete, and also the way from elementary 
particles to the very complicated Universe around us is very very di伍cult.Yet 
one might think that at least everything can be explained once we know all 
abou七七heelementary particles. Of course, when we look to such complicaもed
things as living matter, an animal or a human being, it is really hard to see how 
one could understand all that. And of course, there may be specific properties 
of particles th瓜 eludethe finest detection instruments and are yet crucial to 
complex systems such as a human being. 

In the second half of the twentieth century the field of elementary particle 
physics came into existence and much progress has been made. Since 1948 
about 25 Nobel prizes have been given to some 42 physicists working in this 
field，乱ndthis can be seen as a me出 ureof the amount of ingenuity involved 
and the results achieved. Relatively little of this is knownもothe general public. 

In this short account a most elementary introduction to the subjec七i
presented. It may be a small step to help bridging the gap between七hescientific 
knowledge achieved and the general understanding of the subject. 
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PHOTONS AND ELECTRONS 

Photons are very familiar to us all: all radiation consists of photons. This 
includes radio waves, visible light (from red to dark blue), X-rays, garnrna rays. 
The first physics Nobel prize, in 1901, was given to R品目gen,for his discovery of 
X-rays or r凸ntgenrays. The 1921 physics Nobel prize was awarded to Einstein 
for his discovery七hatlight is made up仕ornparticles, photons. Eins七eini 
most famous for his theory of relativity, but it is his d~scovery of photons th叫
is mentioned by the Swedish Academy. Indeed, many七hinkthat this is per haps 
his most daring and revolutionary discovery! 

The difference between all these types of photons is their energy. The 
pho七onsof radio waves have lower energy than those of visible light ( of which 
red light photons町 eless energetic than blue light photons), those of X-rays 
are of still higher energy, and the gamma rays con七ainphotons that are even 
more energetic thanもhosein X-rays. In particle physics experiments the photon 
energies are usually very high, and then one deals wi七hindividual photons. The 
energy of七hosephotons starts at 100,000,000,000 times that of the photons 
emitted by portable phones. 

Radio emitter 
antenna 

Low energy photons 

Especially at lower energies the number of pho七onsinvolved is stagger-
ing. To give an idea: a 1 watt portable phone, when sending, emits roughly 
10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 photons per second. Together these photons 
make the wave pa抗ernof radio waves. Also in visible light the number of 
photons is generally very large. Inもerestingly,there exisもdevices,called photo-
multipliers that are so sensitive that they can detect single pho七onsof visible 
light. The photons of visible light are one million times as energetic描 those
emitted by a portable phone, and while the number of photons emitted is 
correspondingly lower the amount is still enormous. 

Electrons紅 eall around us. They move in wires in your house, make 
light, and function in complicated ways in your compu七er.They also make the 
pictures on your TV or computer screen. In the tube displaying the picture 
electrons are accelerated and deflected, to hi七七hescreen thereby emitting light. 
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MAKING NEW PARTICLES 

In order to make particles one must first make an energetic beam of elec-
trons or protons. Protons can be found in the nucleus of an atom together 
with neutrons. The simplest nucleus is that of hydrogen, it contains only 
one proton. The picture shows a hydrogen atom, _. ＿、

one proton with one electron circling around it. The ／／、＼

electron is negatively charged, the proton has ex- /’ pr~ on ¥ 
制 lythe same cl別 gebut of the opp的 sign.The ¥ +• f) 
total charge of a hydrogen atom is the sum of these ¥ '- 一九lee刷 1

two and isむbuszero, it is electrically neutral. ‘～ー／

The first step then is to take a box filled with hydrogen. Subsequently a 
strong spark, an electric discharge, is produced in that box. This amounts to 
a beam of electrons moving through the hydrogen. When it meets a hydrogen 
atom on its way the electron is knocked out of the atom, and there results an 
electron and a proton drifting in that box. Ionization is the name given to the 
process of stripping electrons from an atom. 

＋ 
electrons I I protons 

唾一一 目 1一今

Filled with hydrogen 

The next step is to apply an electric field. If the field is positive on the left 
then the electrons are pulled to the left and the protons, having the opposite 
charge, are pulled to the right. Making a little window {of some thin material) 
the protons emerge on the right hand side and one has a proton beam. Likewise 
one has en electron beam on the left hand side, but this is not an efficient way 
to make electron beams. One can do it better as shown by the TV tube. 

To produce new parもiclesone must cr四 tea minuscule bubble of concen-
trated energy. From Einsteirピsequation E = mc2 we know that matter is a 
form of energy, and in order to make a particle of some mass one must have 
an energy bubble of at least that much energy. The bubble will decay into 
whatever is possible, sometimes this, sometimes that. But always, the energy 
equivalent to the sum of the masses of the particles that it decays into is less 
than the initial energy of the bubble. That is why particle physicists W組 4
forever bigger accelerators. Those bigger machines create ever more energetic 
bubbles, and very heavy particles, not seen before, may appear among the 
decay products of those bubbles. 

To create a bubble of high 印刷U the be制 1of protons coming ouもofthe 
ionization chamber 泌総celeratedto high energy, and then the protons are 
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smashed into other particles, for example particles in an atomic nucleus. 

Thus one simply shoots the beam into a 
suitable material, a target. Whenever there 
is a collision of a. particle in the beam with a 
nucleus a bubble will form and that bubble 
will dee乱yinto all kinds of particles. In this 
way new particles can be found. Those par-
ticles, themselves little bubbles of energy, are 
usually unstable and they decay after a. little 
while and that is why they are not seen in 
the matter around us. There are only a few 
stable particles, mainly photons, electrons, 
protons and neutrinos. 

The new particles found are given names, and their properties are studied. 
In the early clays these particles were called mesons. For example one finds 
copiously 11'-mesons, or briefly pio口s,particles with a mass about 260 times 
bigger than the electron mass. Those pions decay mostly into a muon (a伊

meson, a particle whose mass is about 200 times that of the electron) and 
a neutrino (v, mass 0). The m剛 1,while relatively long-lived, decays in an 
electron, a neutrino and 組側ti-neutrino.Anti-particles have almost the same 
propert附 aspa川 cles( they have the s乱memass, but opposite ch創・ge),but 
that will be cl iscussed later. 0 ften they are designated by placing a bar above 
the symbol, for example one writes v for an anti-neutrino. 

Those things can already be seen using accelerators producing beams of 
moderate energy. Let us quote some numbers. The electron mass has an 
energy equivalent of 0.5 MeV, and a宵（pion)has a mass of 135 MeV. The μ 

(muon) has a mass of 105 MeV. Accelerators with beams of protons with an 
energy of 1 GeV = 1000 MeV have no trouble creaもingもhoseparticles. These 
particles are often electrically charged, positive or negative. The charge is 
usually measured in units equal to minus the charge of the electron, thus the 
electron bas charge -1. The pion for example occurs in three varieties: 11'+, 11'-

and 11'0, with charges +1, -1 and 0. The charged pions decay into a muon and a 
neutrino: 11'＋→μ＋＋v叩 cl11'－→μー＋v. As indicated, the muons appear司 in
two varieties, the μ+ and the μ- There is no neutral muon. In every process 
seen up to now char・ge is always strictly conserved, so a negative pion decays 
into a negative muon ( and a 問 utralneutrino), while a positive pion will alw吋 S

decay into a positive muon. 

So let us now consider the whole situation such as can be found at CERN, 
Geneva. In 1959 an accelerator of 30 GeV = 30,000 MeV was switched on. See 
むhefigure further down. First there is an ionization chamber, producing a beam 
of protons. With electric日eldsof moderate value those protons a1 e accelerated 
slightly and focussed into a tight beam. This beam is let into a big circular pipe, 
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diameter 200 m. All around that pipe magnets are placed，制dmagnetic fields 
are made such that the beam is curved and remains inside the pipe. At certain 
points along the beam pipeむhereare segments with an electric field, and when 
the beam passes through such a segment the particles receive a kick and their 
energy increases. The beam goes around many times, and the magnetic fields 
are increased gradually to keep the ever higher energy protons inside the beam 
pipe. At some point the magnetic fields reach their limit, and then no more 
acceleration is possible. At that point the be加 1is extracted fromもhebeam 
pipe and directed to a target. In the resulting collisions many particles will 
be produc吋. ¥¥ith various methods (magnetic fields, shielding with certain 
openings) those particles that one wants to study are selected, focussed into 
beams （叫edsecond問 beams)and directed州側ctorsfor fu巾 er山 dy.
Of course，むhiscan only be done with particle唱 thatlive sufficiently long and 
do not decay halfway l白色heprocess. There are several such particles, among 
them pions. Thus at CERN there were secondary pion beams with which 
experiments could be done. In this way the precise properties of pions were 
established. 

At that time the detectors used mostly were bubble chambers and spark 
chambers, each with their advantages and disadvantages. They are described 
in the next chapter. 
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Particle physics accelerators. The diameter of the machine constructed a.t 
CE附（ca.liedPS) in 1959 is 200 m. The ene却問hedis 30 GeV = 30,000 
Me V. At Fermilab nea.i’Chica.go: diameter 2 km, energy 1 TeV=lOOO GeV. 
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DETECTORS 

The invention of the bubble chamber by Glaser (Nobel 抑制 1960)marked 
the beginning of modern experimental particle physics. In a bubble cham-
ber some l叩川 iskept near the boiling point, and (charged) particles moving 
through the liquid ionize atoms or molecules (knocking off electrons) on their 
path. As a consequence of these disturbances small boiling bubbles form along 
the track. Next a picture is taken, and the particle reactions can be studied 
in detail. To identify the sign of the charge of the particles passing through 
the bubble chamber a magnetic自eldis generated by me加 sof coils near the 
chamber. The particle tracks will be curved due to this magnetic field, and pos-
itively charged particles will curve in the opposite way compared to negatively 
charged particles. Also, from the degree of curvature of the tracks one obtains 
information about the velocity of the particles. It should be emphasized that 
electrically neutral particles make no tracks, they are observed only indirectly. 

In using the bubble chamber 
tbe material of the bubble cham-
ber functions as a target. A beam 
of particles coming from an accel-
erator is sent into the bubble cham-
ber, and the particles inもhebeam 
may collide with the atoms in the 
fluid. Usually these collisions are 
with the nuclei. The figure shows 
an example of a simple bubble 
chamber picture. 

ー一一一J

可否「

Bubble chambers have a big disadvantage: they釘 eslow. The process of 
bringing the fluid to the boiling point, taking a picture and then moving away 
from the boiling point is relatively slow (a few seconds). On the other hand 
the pictures are quite detailed，創1dallow a rather precise analysis. 

Spark chambers consist of a 
number of metal plates, mounted 
parallel to each other with some 
well chosen gas in between. Parti-
cles passing through the gas result 
in ionization, and if one supplies 
a high-voltage between the plates 
there will be sparks precisely at the 
place where the particle pおおd.
Usually there is no magnetic field, 
so the tracks are not curved. 

畑
I• 

畑・． ． ． 
凶

I• 

I• 可~

The location of the track is also much less precisely defined. In the picture 
an event analogous toぬeabove bubble chamber event is depicted. In this case 
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the material in the plates functions as a target; events originating in the ga: 
are much less likely simply because七hegas has li悦ledensity compared to the 
metal. 

There are two advantages to the spark chamber over the bubble cham-
ber. Firs七， by using heavy metal plates ( that are functioning as a target) one 
may have a really massive targe七， whichis of advantage if one wants to study 
particles that react only rarely. Neutrinos are such particles, they interact so 
rarely that for example neutrinos from the sun usually have no trouble passing 
through the earth. 

The second advantage of spark chambers is that they can be triggered. By 
means of various techniques, involving other types of detectors, one may first 
tablish that some event is of interest and only put voltage on the plates for 

those cases. In other words, one may make a selection in七hetype of events 
and concentrate on those of interest. 
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THE 1963 CERN NEUTRINO EXPERIMENT 

Accelerator ring 

Protons accelerated and 
extracted every 3 sec. 

Shielding, stops all 
except neutrino's 

…－恥，0 
Spark chamber 

target 

//if Decay products 
//!/ amon~ them 
/// neutrino’s 

The introduction of spark chambers made neutrino physics possible. One 
could then have so much target material that the possibility of a neutrino in-
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teracting with the material became large enough to make experiments possible. 
The basic idea for such an experiment was due to Schwartz, who then七ogether
with Lederman and Steinberger did the very first experimen七（Nobelprize 1988) 
at the Brookhaven National Laboraもory,Long Island, USA. In 1963 a neutrino 
xperiment was done at CERN and the五gureshows七hegeneral layout. A 
big improvement compared to the earlier Brookhaven experiment was a horn, 
invented by van der Meer (he did get a Nobel prize later but not for this inven-
tion). That horn focussed the pions coming from the target, and that increased 
greatly the intensity of the pion beam coming out of the horn. Pions decay, 
principally into a muon and a neutrino, and letting them pass some distance 
many will decay. Gradually七hepion beam changes in a mixture of muons and 
neutrinos (plus other stuff coming from the targeも）. The subsequent massive 
amount of shielding ( some 25 m of steel) stopped all pa凶 clesexcept the neu-
trinos. Thus almos七exclusivelyneutrinos passed through the bubble chamber 
and the spark chamber positioned behind that shielding. From time to time 
one of them would interact with the material in either bubble chamber or spark 
chamber .. 

The bubble chamber was installed although one had little hope of seeing 
any neutrino induced events. In the first run 4601000 pictures were taken and 
luckily, about 240 events were seen. Without the horn one would very likely 
have had only few events, if any. 

The spark chambers did better, as there was so much more material. Also, 
one did not have七Oscan many pictures, the spark chambers were triggered only 
if one knew, through other type detectors, that some charged particles came 
out of the chamber. Some 2000 events were seen on that many pictures. The 
numbers mentioned here are for the first run, the experiment ran for extended 
periods over many years. 

One of the bubble chamber pictures generated much interes七forreasons 
that cannot be explained here. The following figure shows the event, faithfully 
copied from the actual picture. 

The neutrino beam entered from the right. After the collision several 
問、tidesC細 eout, and the問問alsoa recoiling nucleus ( or wh叫everremained 
of it after the collision). One of the par七idesproduced w邸 a即 gativelycharged 
muon; it can be recognized by the fact that muons are charged particles that 
interact relatively rarely. In this picture the muon actually leaves七hechamber 
without interacting. The remaining tracks are from elec七ronsand positrons. A 
positron is precisely like an electron, however it h回 apositive charge. I七isthe 
anti-particle from the electron, one could出usalso speak of an anti-electron. 
Excepもforwhat seems to be just one positron (in the middle, below) and 
one single electron (perhaps an electron kicked out of an atom, see a町 ow)one 
observes only pairs, elec七ron-positronpairs. Such pairs are created by energetic 
photons as will be discussed in the next chap七er.
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FEYNMAN RULES 

In 1948 great progress was made in the theory of elementary particles. 
Feynman introduced his diagram technique, and without that technique七h
theory would not have advanced to the point七hatit is today. Here is the idea. 

In the antenna of a radio ( or television) emitter 
electrons move back and forth inside the antenna. 
While doing so they emit photons, makingもhera-
dio waves. The figure ( called a ve巾 x)depicts this 
process. An electron comes in from the left, emits a 
photon and continues. e e 

ow the deもailsof the process of emi抗ingradi叫ionby an electron are 
known since a long time, and they can be calculated in all precision. Thus 
corresponding to this picture there is a precise mathematical expression giving 
the numerical value for this process. Feynman made七hisinto a very neat 
package. He gave a simple recipe whereby, given a diagram, one could wriも
down very easily the corresponding mathematical expression from which the 
amount of radiation by the elec七roncould be computed. The arrow in出e
electron lines gives the flow of (negative) charge. The beautiful thing about 
these diagrams is that they have a strong intuitive appeal. 

Here is the next situation. On the receiver sid円

photons interact withもheelectrons in the antenna 
and make them move, thus generating currents. Thi 
is depicted by the diagram shown. It is very much 
like the previous diagram, except the photon is now 
incoming rather than outgoing. And again, there ex-

e 
ists a mathematical expression that can be written 

down easily and七hatgives the precise strength for this process. Just looking 
at it one observes that the second diagram can be obtained from the first by 
moving the phoもon仕omout to in. This procedure is called crossing, a property 
of Feynman diagrams. Moving a line from in七0out or the other way around 
gives another process th叫 thenindeed exists. This leads to remarkable things. 

Taking the last diagram and moving the incom- / e + 

ing electron to be outgoing one obtains the diagram 
shown here. In this diagram one incoming photon be-
comes a pair of an electron and something else that 
must be very close to an electron, excep七thearrow 
points七heopposite way. There is a flow of negative e 

charge inwards, which must be interpreted as a flow of positive charge outward..，・

Thus the charge of that particle is opposite to that of七heelectron. This particle 
is a posi七ron，吐1eanti-particle of the electron. ＼町ith七hisinterpretation ther 
is agreement with another fact of nature: charge is always conserved. If one 
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star with zero ( the charge of七hephoもon)then one musもendwith zero ( the 
charge of the electron plus that of the positron). 

In the bubble chamber picture shown in七heprevious chapter several 
positrons appear. The photons, being neutral, are invisible, but they become 
electron-positron pairs that can be seen. They need not be symmetrical, one of 
the particles may come out faster七hanthe o七her.The bubble chamber picture 
was taken in 1963, the positron was seen for the first time in 1930, by Anderson 
working at the California Insti七uteof Technology (Nobel prize 1936). 

The diagrams shown above can be seen as ele-
ments that can be used to depict more complicated 
processes. For example, an electron can emit a pho-
ton that is then absorbed by another elec七ron.In thi 
way electrons can exchange a photon. In the pro-
cess they deflect. Some innovative person has coined 
the example ofもwoice-skaters where one of them七hrowsa sack of sand to the 
other. You can imagine the path of the skaters, they will deflect at the point 
were the exchange is made. 

This process, exchange of a phoもon,is represented by the diagram shown. 
One speaks of Coulomb scattering. As always, having the diagram it is quite 
imple to wri七ethe corresponding mathematical equation, and there is no diι 
ficulty in calculating all details. In our analogy all depends on the amount of 
sand in the sack; in the electron case the properties of the photon exchanged 
varies from case to c拙 eaccording to some prob乱bili七ypattern. One can also 
compute this, which then gives the relative probability of this or that photon 
exchanged. 

Another observed process is Compton scattering (Nobel prize 1927). A 
photon may hit an electron and七hensubsequently tha七electronmay emit a 
photon. That second photon needs not be of the same energy as the incoming 
photon. For example, a blue light photon could come in and the outgoing 
photon could be a red one. There are actually two diagrams here, because i七i
also possible that the electron first emits a photon and then later absorbs the 
incoming photon. 
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WEAK INTERACTIONS 

In 1896 Bequerel discovered strange radi叫ion,which was later understood 
as due to the decay of七hem叫ron(Nobel prize 1903): 

neutron一→ proton+ electron + anti-neutrino 

Today this is called /3-decay. In shorter notation七hiscan be written as: 
一→ P+e－十 P

The bar above七hev denotes the anti-particle. It took a long七ime,till abou 
1957, to understand this process in detail. Now we can write a diagram cor-
responding to this process, and we also know the corresponding equations. So 
we can say precisely how often the neutron decays with七heelec七rongoing in 
ome definiもedirection wi七hrespect to the proton. For example, st剖~ting with 
a neutron at rest, we can give七heprobability that after the decay the electron 
moves away opposite to the proton. Or that they come out at right angles. 
Looking to jus七onedecay nothing can be said, but looking to, say, 100,000 
decays we can pick out those cases that have七herequested con五guration(pro-
ton and electron opposite for example). If the probability for that to happen 
is 0.2%, then we will see that happen in roughly 200 cases. That is the way 
these things work, and for β－decay we can compute it all. 

So, here is the diagram. There is one new ele-
ment in this：七hearrow for the neutrino is pointing 
inwards, like for a positron. The neutrino has no N 
charge，もhusthere is no charge flow associated with 
this. Here the arrow is effectively used七oindicate 
that we are dealing with an anti-particle. 

From this process another may be obtained by 
means of crossing. Moving the anti-neutrino to the 
incoming side, whereby it becomes a neutrino, we 
find the process: 

ν＋Nー→P+e

V 

V 

e 

p 

e 

p 

This is something that can be seen in a neutrino experiment as that at 
CERN in 1963. An incoming neutrino may hit a neutron in some nucleas, and 
then an electron and proton should come out. The electron is e回 yto recognize 
o thisもypeof event should be recognized without di田culty.Moreover, since 
we know all about the mathematical expression corresponding to this diagram 
we can -even predict how often this should happen. Indeed, events like this have 
been observed in出eneutrino experiment in the amount predicted. So far‘so 
good. 

There is a serious theoretical di血cultyhowever with this process. In a 
neutrino experiment the energy of the incoming neutrino is below 10 Ge V = 
10,000 MeV. This is a relatively low energy as吐1esethings go. But theoretically 
one can also compute this process for higher and higher energy，制1dthen things 
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go wrong. As the energy of the neutrino is made larger the probabili七yfor 
this process七0happen increases fas七（onpaper), to grow to impossible values. 
By impossible we mean tha七theprobability exceeds one. That would imply, 
idio七ically,that one would see more of these events than neutrinos in the beam. 
One must go to very high energy neutrinos before this happens, but it does. 
There is (theoretically) trouble. 

We may look at the analogous case for elec-
trons and photons. The diagram for scattering of v 

an electron from an electron has been given before 
( Coulomb scattering) and there is no problem. Let 
us therefore try something similar. We invent a new 
(hypothetical) par七icleto make a diagram that look 
like the Coulomb scattering diagram. There is one 
big di旺erence.Since charge mus七beconserved al-
ways the new particle, called a vector-boson and de-
noted by 1九人 must have a positive charge. This can 

e 

w+ 

p 

be seen at the neutrino side: the neutrino changes into a negatively charged 
lectron and a W, thus the charge of the W must be the opposite of that of the 
electron, i.e. positive, like the positron charge. This positive W then combines 
with七heneutron (no charge) to become a proton (positive charge). The way 
we have done it the arrow in the W line denotes the flow of posi七ivecharge. 

Indeed, considering now the mathematical expression corresponding to this 
diagram there is no di血cultyat high energy. And for low energy the diagram 
gives practically the same as the original diagram ( without W) provided this 
W is sufficiently heavy. A heavy W is something tha七willnot move very much 
at low energies, and the effect is that the whole behaves then as if七heW line 
is contracted to a point. 

Well, that W has been found experimen七allyat CERN in 1983 (1984 Nobel 
prize to Rub bia and van der Meer). Its mass is considerable: it is 85 times 
heavier七hanthe proton. You need a lot of energy to make such a particle. 
Its mass represents an energy equivalent to 80 GeV = 80,000 MeV (compare 
the electron m邸 s,0.5 MeV !). But in 1983 a machine was ava山 bletha七
produced energy bubbles of about 900 GeV and that was enough. That is 
not immediately obvious, because the energy bubbles were produced colliding 
protons, and protons themselves tend to be somewhat e対endedobjects. Th 
energy. w邸 thereforenot too well concentrated. Anyway, it worked, and since 
then we are sure about the existence of the vector-bosons. 

Theoretically the existence of the W was guessed on the basis of the high 
energy behaviour of diagrams. That principle is really on the basis of the 
theory developed in the early seventies, and for which the 1999 Nobel prize 
was given （冗 Hooft and V.) . That theory goes a lot fr凶 her,through the study 
of hypothetical processes and considering the high energy behaviour of such 
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processes. Even if those reactions cannot be reproduced in the labora七ory，もhe
theory should never really produce idiotic behaviour as discussed above. So let 
us go on. 

Here a generalization of the anti-particle idea must be introduced. The 

V 

w+ new rule is: given a vertex 
then alsoもhevertex with all 
arrows reversed must exist. v 

Thus in the figure the left di-
agram implies the exト

e tence of the one on七herighv・

w 

e 
＋ 

The直rstprocess that we will consider is the scattering of a W from and 
electron. It is a hypothetical reaction, because there is no way七hatwe can pro-
duce beams of vector-bosons. They are actually quite unst乱ble,once produced 
they decay swiftly into lower mass particles. 

w+ w+ 

V 

e e e 
X 
明
~ 

e 

Here are two diagrams for I町escattering. We used for the left diagram 
only the v W-e couplings (one of them completely crossed）出品 occurin the 
figures above. Thus the left diagram should exist. But its behaviour is bad at 
high energies. Peeking at the corresponding diagrams for photons and electrons 
namely Compton scattering, we invented another diagram where a W is emitted 
before the incoming W is absorbed. Indeed, that would repair things, but 
unfortunately that would require a particle X with a double negative charge. 
Nature is very strict about charge conservation, so starting with an electron and 
emitもinga positively charged W requires that the third particle has a .double 
negative charge. And that is bad, because there is no such particle. 

Is there another solution? This requires some creative thinking, and the 
figure shows the solution. It involves a new particle that must be electrically 
ne1品目1.It is called the z0、andwe must ask the experimentalis句 ifit exists. 

w+ w+ 

w+ / w+ 

V 

e へて
e e 

The zo W邸 seenalso by Rubbia and van der Meer, in the above mentioned 
1983 experiment. Actually the nicest and cleanest way of producing such a z0 
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is through another reaction, ob凶inedfrom the one above by crossing. 

＋ 
e 

e 

The reaction corresponding to this picture, 
e-+e＋ ー→ w+w-

Z。

w+ 

w 

W出 observedat the largest machine available at CERN ( called LEP, for Larg 
Electron Positron collider), where 100 GeV electrons were collided wi七h100 
GeV positrons. Many such events have been seen, and the zo has been studied 
in great detail and with great precision. There is perfect agreement with th 
theory. 

Let us summarize the rules that we have learned. 
r Crossing. Moving for an ex-

isting process incoming 
lines to become outgoing 
and vice-versa produc 
new processes七hatmust ex-

＋ 
e 

e e ist as well. This implies the 、e

existence of anti-particles. As mentioned before, the rule for anti-particles goes 
a little further: whenever there is some vertex also the vertex with all arrows 
reversed must also exist. 

Good high energy behaviour. This requires that for any process, if there is on 
diagram of a type as shown below, at least one of the others must exist as well. 

工
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TOP-QUARK 

Let us finally discuss how the top-quark came into the picture. At CERN 
when producing the z0 various decay modes were ob-
served. Among them a decay mode of the zo involv-
ing a new particle, called the bottom-quark. This 
was not the way the bottom-quark was originally L,o 

discovered, it was first seen in another reaction. The 
bottom-quark has a mass of about 4.3 GeV and a 
fractional charge, namely-}. 

Following by now familiar methods we consider 
w+ -bo七七omscattering. That is a purely hypothet-
ical reaction, there is no way that we can produce 
a beam of vector-bosons (W司.Actually, there are 
some bottom-quarks present in protons and neutrons, 
o as a target we could use protons. That would still 
be difficult, because the amount of bottom-quarks in 
a proton is very small. 

Anti-b 

b 

The diagram shown mus七exist.However, that diagram by i七selfproduces 
a bad result with respect to high energy behaviour, as discussed before. Ac-
cording to our rules there mus七existsome other diagram and there are two 
possibilities. 

The first possibility is shown 
in the figure. It involves a new 
particle. We have indicated the 
electric charges, and from conser-
vation of charge we deduce that 
this new particle mus七havea 
charge of + j. And in伽 d,such 

+2/3 

Observed: 
top quark 

a particle has been observed at Fermilab near Chicago. It is called the七op-
quark. Before it was found the theoretical knowledge using precision results 
from LEP W槌 perfectedto the point that the mass of七histop-quark could be 
predicted quite accurately. This of course greatly facilitated the experimental 
search for th叫 particle.To be precise, the prediction for the top-quark m出 S

was 177土 7GeV, the value found at Fermilab is 174士5Ge V. The fact that 
the吐1eoreticalprediction for the top mass agreed so well with the experimental 
result was quoted by the Nobel Committee on the occasion of the 1999 Nobel 
prize. 

To be complete, there are some uncertainties related to another particle 
called七heHiggs particle, whose exis七encecan be deduced by considering羽r+_
w+ scattering. We will not discuss that here. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It will be obvious to the reader that this text only scratches the surface of 
the subject rnatte1. One can do only so much in a note as short as this. 

On the next page an overview of the known elementary particles is given. 
Matter around us is build up from electrons, protons and neutrons. The proton 
contains a down and two up quarks, the neutron an up and two down quarks. 
The quarks come in three kinds, coded using the colors red, green and blue. 
These quarks together with the electron and the electron-neutrino constitute 
the first family. There are however two more families, differing from the first 
mainly because the particles are much heavier. Otherwise they have the same 
properties. Nobody knows why there are three families. 

Charges Quarks 

+2/3 ⑤⑤⑤ up ⑤④⑤ 伽m ①①① w 
-1/3 ④③④ 伽n ⑤③④ Stra暇 ⑥⑤⑤ 刷om。③ ←neutrino ⑤ 内側叩 θ内 eutrino

① 似tron ① muon ① tau 

Leptons 

Mass up 5 down 10 e-neutrrno O? electron 0.5 
In charm 1300 strange 200 p -neutrino 0? muon 106 
MeV top 175000 bottom 4500 τ，neutnno O? tau 1777 

The known particles and their‘names, masses創11dcharges. Every ball 
corresponds to a particle. There are three families with largely identical prop-
erties. The particles with non-integer charge are called quar恰， thelast two in 
every family are called leptons. Every quark comes inむhreevarieties, indicated 
by means of the colors red, green and blue. There is thus a red, green and blue 
charm quar・k, with a m蹴 of1300 MeV and w仙 chargel The neutrino’s 
have possibly a very small mass, subject of further experimentation. 

To each of these particles corresponds an anti・particlewith the same m総 s,
but with the opposite charge. Fo1 example, there is an anti-muon with cllarge 
+ 1 and an anti・r-neutrinowith cllarge 0. 

In addition thャeis the v,.r+ (charge +1, mass 80330 MeV), thew-（ー1,
mass 80330), the zo (0, mass 91187), eight gluons (0,0), the photon (0,0) and 
the graviton (0,0). The sofar bypothethical Higgs particle has a mass of at 
least 114000 MeV and char・ge 0. 
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